Augmentation Plating in Treating Non-Union Femur Fracture After Intra-Medullary Nailing
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Abstract

Although intra-medullary nailing in treating femur fractures had been recognized as the gold standard line of management, it carries the risk of non-union reaching up to 3%, many techniques had been described for management femur fracture non-union after nailing such as exchange nailing, exchange plating and plate augmentation leaving the nail in situ, the aim of this review is to discuss the option of augmentation plating.

Introduction

Intra-medullary nails (IMN) is considered as the gold standard technique for treating long-bone fractures especially femoral diaphysis fractures, since its initial introduction in the 1970s [1,2]. The use of IMN in communicated fractures is beneficial, with greater mechanical stability and reduction of internal bending, also less surgical damage which reduces risk of infection compared to plate fixation [3]. However, IMN has some disadvantages including reaming trauma, technical difficulties, broken nails and the fracture bone non-union [4].

The non-union rate of fracture union following IMN ranges from 0.5 to 3%; the most common type of the non-union is the hypertrophic type [5,6]. Many factors can contribute to failure of bone union after IMN, Johnson et al. [7] proposed that the remaining rotational instability after nailing which may reach up to 10°-15° rotational movement, considered to be the main factor resulting in fracture non-union. Many secondary treatment strategies were developed for fracture non-union after IMN fixation, including: reamed and exchange nailing, exchange plating, nail dynamization and augmentation plating [8,9].

Why to augmentation plating is preferred?

Weresh et al. [10] suggested the re-evaluation of routine exchanging nailing which was considered as the gold standard technique to treat non-union after femur fracture nailing, as union obtained in only 53% of the patients received exchange nailing in their series, with a significant number of patients required additional procedures to achieve fracture healing. Heng et al. [9] in 1997 recognised that residual instability in diaphysal femur fracture treated with IMN is the leading cause for non-union, so they got the idea to apply an “augmentative” plate (Figure 1) keeping the nail in situ in a series of 17 non-united femoral fractures that were primarily treated with IMN, they reported 100% fracture union at a mean time of 7 months without complications, and concluded that plate augmentation provided mechanical stability which resulted in fracture union.

Figure 1:
A. Non-union fracture femur after IMN;
B. Follow up x-ray after 7 months of treatment with augmentation plate.

Since this initial description by Heng et al. [9] many surgeons adopted this technique and there have been several reports confirming the high efficacy of plate augmentation in the management of femur diaphysal aseptic non-unions [11]. Comparing exchange reamed nailing with augmentation plating in treating femoral fracture non-union after nailing, Park et al. [12] in their series failed to achieve union in 5 patients (72% failure) with exchange nailing, however 11 patients (100% success) treated with augmentation...
plating achieved bony union, they suggested that augmentation plating with the add of autogenous bone grafting is a better option than exchange nailing alone in dealing with femur fracture non-union after nailing.

Somford et al. [13] in their review has summarised current operative treatments (augmentation plating, exchange nailing and exchange plating) for femoral shaft non-union and concluded that augmentation plating is the best treatment of choice. To verify the usefulness of the technique for the management of long bone diaphyseal aseptic non-unions, a review of the studies carried out to compare different techniques was conducted by Garnavos [11], where three studies compared augmentation plating with exchange nailing and one compared augmentation plating with plating after removal of the nail (exchange plating), best results regarding healing of the non-union as well as operative time and return to activities were found with augmentation plating in all studies reviewed.

Further reports regarding augmentation plating in femoral non-union leaving the nail in situ obtained satisfactory clinical results, with a union rate of approximately 100% and a union time of approximately 6 months [14-16]. The success of this technique over other advocated techniques can be attributed to a better mechanical rigidity as had been shown in a cadaveric femur fracture model by Park et al. [17] where they made a comparison between plate augmentation leaving the nail in situ and interlocking the nail, the results showed statistically significant differences in both bending load and torsional torque at an angle of 15° between the two techniques.

The most commonly used plate for augmentation is the broad DCP, with the advantage of having an alternating screw holes which enables the insertion of the screws in front or behind the nail (inserted obliquely to side step the nail) as a bi-cortical screw whenever possible, if not, a uni-cortical screw can be used folding the lateral aspect of the femoral shaft [18].

The advantages of plate augmentation [11,19]: usually it requires less skin incision and does not require removal of the nail and further reduction of femur; allows direct exposure of the non-union site with the ability to remove any fibrous tissue hindering union; eliminating abnormal rotation movement at the fracture site; ability of bone grafting; rare complications; and a simpler shorter operation time with less bleeding compared with other techniques. The nail and most of the callus was kept untouched with adding a plate leading to a stable construct enough to allow the patients to perform exercise for early functional recovery as well as early full weight bearing.

However, Ateschrag et al. [20] stress that this technique has drawbacks such as the additional incision and the patients’ complaints that often necessitate the removal of the plate.

Conclusion
Treating femur fracture with IMN with lack of rotational stability but sufficient blood supply and new bone formation usually cause hypertrophic non-union. Augmentation plating which provides rotational control coupled with leaving the nail in situ which contributes by its load-sharing capacity with good axial and bending strength could perfectly result in fracture healing with better functional outcomes and faster patients’ recovery.
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